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Each Alen Yacht is tailor-made to meet the precise needs of its 
owner, from navigation system to the cabin configuration, all 
individually customised. Each yacht shares similar elegant lines 
and timeless design features. Our yachts are commissioned 
by those seeking a 45–70-ft craft evoking the standards of a 
superyacht. Alen Yacht has built 53 boats which has been all 
delivered to the Owners’ in its 20 years of operation. 

 ALEN 45 YACHT
 
ALEN 45’s walk-around deck maximizes the use of exterior space; 
high bulwarks secures and protects from spray and V-shaped hull 
designed to ensure steady cruising in all conditions. 12 guests fit 
comfortably on board, will be well accommodated by the alfresco 
dining area and wet bar. Owner’s choose their preffered layout, 
veneer and upholstery. Provides quite and comfortable ride. 
Extremely silent for an open day boat. Powered by 2 X Volvo IPS 
600 drives with less vibration than a conventional shaft system. Two 
layers of installation in the engine room, nearly half-inch-thick teak 
rather than the more standard quarter-inch and a strong sandwich 
hull with AIREX foam further contribute to sound control. Performs at 
a top speed of 41 knots. 

ALEN 55 YACHT
                                               
ALEN 55’s center console and walk-around deck is comfortable, 
safe and easy to operate without the need of crew. Live life outside 
is the spirit with an unusually generous out deck space. Single-
level teak deck with deep bulwarks, you are always ‘in’ rather than 
‘on’ the boat. Walk-around aft sunbed offers easy access to the 
swimming platform making it a wonderful place to enjoy by the sea. 
An open kitchen with all appliances to prepare a delicious meal on 
deck. Mid-ship layout is carefully designed to ensure that guests 

can interact regardless of whether they are at helm or cooking. 
Additional sun awning can be raised to cover the aft sunbathing area 
secured by two carbon poles set into the bulwark. Custom-made 
anchor operates with a hidden push button from the dashboard. 
Teak flooring, leather wall panels and lacquered surfaces produce 
a warm, natural ambiance. Can be completed almost any way an 
owner chooses, from the general arrangement of cabins to fittings, 
all is made possible with the spacious interior volume. Custom made 
sofa at lounge can easily convert into a double berth for additional 
overnight guests. Cabins have very generous storage space. There is 
a selection lighting options that can be changed depending on your 
mood. The glass separation gives light and depth into the aft cabin.

ALEN 45 ALEN 55
LOA 13.70m 16.80m
Beam 4.10m 4.80 m
Draft 1.00m 0.82m
Material Full Composite w/AIREX core Full Composite w/AIREX core

Displacement 12 Tons 21 Tons
Fuel capacity 1200L 2150L
Engines  2 x Volvo IPS 600 2 x 800 VOLVO IPS
Max. speed 40 Knots 35 Knots
Cruising speed 30 Knots 28 Knots
Range 300nm 300nm
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